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1 Motivation

Defined as “the use of ideas, concepts, words, or structures without appropriately
acknowledging the source to benefit in a setting where originality is expected” [6],
plagiarism poses a severe concern in the rapidly increasing number of scientific
publications. The Vroniplag has documented plagiarism in 212 dissertations [19],
and zbMATH Open pointed plagiarised research papers in mathematics [17]. The
easily recognizable copy-paste type plagiarism [12] will likely diminish due to the
accessibility of AI-powered models like ChatGPT. Plagiarism among researchers
is more concealed, which is challenging for existing Plagiarism Detection Sys-
tems (PDS) [1]. Scientific research often builds upon the foundations laid by
existing literature, discovering similar works as an integral part of research. Rec-
ommender systems (RS) assist users in coping with many scientific documents
by showing similar ones the user might be interested in. RS has become a crucial
filtering and discovery tool that many users of digital libraries rely on.

Even though both PDS and RS have different final objectives, they share the
goal of finding similar content. However, existing PDS and RS focus primarily
on textual content and do not utilize non-textual elements, specifically mathe-
matical content, to their full potential [7,16]. The significance of mathematical
content is much higher and valued in scientific documents from STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics). Despite this, efforts to utilize math-
ematical content for document similarity remain in infancy. This thesis addresses
this gap by analyzing and utilizing mathematical content for content similarity.

2 Backrgound and Related Work

There are two main reasons for the lack of methods utilizing mathematical
content to find similar scientific documents. Reason 1 is the unavailability of
large-scale, annotated datasets of similar mathematical content in a machine-
processable format like LaTeX or MathML. PAN Datasets [18] are a frequently
used resource to develop and evaluate PDS [15,2,20,5]. Gienapp et al. [8] pre-
sented the Webis-STEREO-21 dataset containing reused text passages (without
math) from scientific publications. For plagiarised mathematical content, re-
sources as comprehensive as those for text reuse are missing. There are Math
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Information Retrieval (MIR) datasets such as NTCIR [21] and ARQMath [11],
but they have very limited similar math content pairs. No existing RS datasets
consider mathematical contents.

Reason 2 is the sole analysis of the presentational similarity of mathematical
content, such as matching math symbol occurrences [13,14]. Considering pre-
sentational mathematical similarity at all is a valuable starting point, but there
is a need to develop advanced methods analyzing the semantics of mathemati-
cal formulae [17]. Moreover, current approaches analyze text and mathematical
formulae separately. However, identifying semantic similarity of mathematical
content requires a combined analysis because mathematical formulae are mostly
context-dependent [9]. Only two works analyzed mathematical content in sci-
entific documents to identify plagiarism [14,13]. Both studied primary mathe-
matical symbol occurrences and used a small evaluation dataset of 10 document
pairs. No PDS thus far considers semantic textual and non-textual content simi-
larity [10,7]. Search engines, such as Searchonmath [4], Approach0 [24], etc., are
tailored towards mathematical formulae. Even though they allow textual and
mathematical terms for searching, the content is not considered semantically.
Language models are considered for finding math similarities [3,23,22]. Most of
these language models are not trained on mathematical content, thus questioning
the extensibility of these approaches to consider math semantic similarity.

3 Proposed Research

The objective of this doctoral thesis is to:

Conceive, devise, and evaluate robust approaches for math content similarity
capable of identifying obfuscated plagiarism and generating relevant

recommendations for scientific documents.

To achieve this objective, we will perform the following research tasks:

T1: Investigate the strengths and limitations of state-of-the-art mathematical
content similarity detection approaches.

T2: Formulate features of mathematical contents, develop and evaluate detection
approaches for locating semantically and syntactically similar math.

T3: Devise a similarity assessment that combines text, math, and citations to
detect similar scientific documents.

T4: Implement a PDS and an RS with the best-performing developed approach
to demonstrate its applicability in a real-world document collection.

T5: Evaluate the proposed approach by assessing the implemented PDS and RS’s
effectiveness, computational efficiency, and usability.
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